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ABSTRACT
In social media like Twitter, hashtags carry a lot of semantic infor-
mation and can be easily distinguished from the main text. Explor-
ing and visualizing the space of hashtags in a meaningful way can
offer important insights into a dataset, especially in crisis situations.
In this demo, we present a functioning prototype, HashViz, that
ingests a corpus of tweets collected in the aftermath of a crisis
situation (such as the Las Vegas shootings) and uses the fastText
bag-of-tricks semantic embedding algorithm (from Facebook Re-
search) to embed words and hashtags into a vector space. Hashtag
vectors obtained in this way can be visualized using the t-SNE di-
mensionality reduction algorithm in 2D. Although multiple Twitter
visualization platforms exist, HashViz is distinguished by being
simple, scalable, interactive and portable enough to be deployed
on a server for million-tweet corpora collected in the aftermath of
arbitrary disasters, without special-purpose installation, technical
expertise, manual supervision or costly software or infrastructure
investment. Although simple, we show that HashViz offers an intu-
itive way to summarize, and gain insight into, a developing crisis
situation. HashViz is also completely unsupervised, requiring no
manual inputs to go from a raw corpus to a visualization and search
interface. Using the recent Las Vegas mass shooting massacre as a
case study, we illustrate the potential of HashViz using only a web
browser on the client side.
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1 DEMO
We provide a high-level overview of the demo via the screenshots
in Figures 1, 2 and 3. Following pre-computation steps such as
corpus preprocessing, embedding and t-SNE visualization, the user
may commence the demo by entering a hashtag query such as
‘lasvegasmassacre’. Using the semantic text embeddings, the system,
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Figure 1: Display after searching for hashtag ‘lasvegasmas-
sacre’.
in real-time, computes the hundred nearest neighbors of the hashtag
(if it exists1) and returns an interactive scatter plot. Thus, in an
unsupervised way, and without relying on storage of original text
or tweet data, the system is able to limit the display to only a
hundred relevant entries, from tens of thousands of hashtags in the
corpus. Potential interactions (which may be interleaved) include
drawing a bounding box and zooming into any region of the plot,
and scrolling around the plot to explore the neighborhood.
In the scatter plot, the hashtag is encircled in red, and one can
intuitively note the similarities between that hashtag and other
hashtags in the corpus (Figure 2). Similar hashtags, in the text em-
bedding space (which uses the context to determine similarity)
tend to be closer together, even when they share little in common
in terms of the raw string. For example, when the user draws a
bounding box around ‘lasvegasmassacre’ and zooms in, #lasveg-
asmassacre and #mandalaybayattack appear relatively close, even
though they share no terms in common. This has been achieved
without any manual supervision or labeling.
The user can also scroll around the ‘hashtag space’ to gain situa-
tional awareness and insight that she might not fully be aware of
otherwise. If we go a little bit further, in Figure 3 for example, we
gain an additional piece of information (the name of the shooter i.e.
Stephen Paddock).
1Currently, the system does not work for non-existing hashtags, but we are working
to extend its capabilities thereof by drawing on the generalization offered by the text
embeddings.
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Figure 2: Display after drawing a bounding box around
‘lasvegasmassacre’ and zooming in.
Figure 3: Display allows a user to interactively scroll around
the plot.
The entire process can be restarted simply by entering another
query. The system is currently deployed on a cloud server and is
completely unsupervised.
2 RELATEDWORK
Visualization is an important part of any human-centric system
that is attempting to make sense of a large amount of information.
Several good crisis informatics platforms that provide visualiza-
tions include Ushahidi [3], Twitris [7], Twitcident [2], AIDR [6],
CrisisTracker[11], TweetTracker [8], and several others [4], [12].
Our preliminary system is meant to complement, not compete with,
the capabilities offered by these platforms, since it provides succinct
‘summarization’-based visualizations that are unsupervised, can
run on large and potentially noisy corpora, and that are specifically
tuned to rapidly explore the space of Twitter hashtags in crisis
situations.
In addition to this body of work, over the years, several sophisti-
cated Twitter-specific visualization platforms have been proposed,
but their complexity precludes them from rapid deployment and
prototyping, especially in resource-constrained environments [10],
[1], [9], [5]. Some are specifically tuned for spatio-temporal analy-
ses or community detection, and require access to text and other
information. In contrast, our system is simple, scalable and portable,
and relies on loosely coupled open-source components. Privacy con-
cerns are also alleviated because hashtags, by themselves, do not
carry sensitive information about individual users. The case study
visualizations in Figures 2 and 3 show that hashtags can (even by
themselves) provide useful situational and summarization-based
insights for crisis informatics.
In ongoing work, we are setting this system up so that it can be
rapidly deployed on any Twitter corpus, possibly being updated
in a streaming fashion, with only a few commands. We may also
make the hashtags clickable, to access more insights related to that
hashtag, and extend HashViz beyond just hashtags.
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